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Abstract
This article examines the conditions and expressions of how refugees in Denmark become citizens. Through visual and
collaborative ethnographic fieldwork, which took place during 2017, the case study follows the everyday life of an Eritrean
community living in a former retirement home in the town of Hørsholm. The article investigates how becoming citizen can
be understood as mediatised, spatial and expressive negotiations between the refugees and the local society. We look at
the conditions of becoming citizen through the local framing of the Eritrean community—understood as political, social,
cultural and material framing conditions. We draw on Engin Isin’s concept of performative citizenship (Isin, 2017), and we
suggest how everyday life and becoming potentially hold the capacity to re-formulate and add to the understanding of citi-
zenship.We suggest that becoming citizen is notmerely about obtaining Danish citizenship and civic rights nor tantamount
with settling down. On the contrary, the analysis shows that becoming citizen is a process of expressed and performed
desires connected to global becomings beyond the sedentary citizenship, and therefore holds capacity for transforming
and diversifying the notion of citizenship.
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1. Introduction
In an upper-class residential area in Hørsholm, north of
Copenhagen in Denmark, a group of Eritrean refugees
was housed in an out of use retirement home after ob-
taining temporary asylum in Denmark in 2016. Recog-
nised by the local citizens of Hørsholm as the ‘refugees
of the retirement home’, the Eritrean community made
their life on the threshold of society and citizenship.
Exploring the material and social conditions associated
with processes of becoming citizen, we address how the
Eritrean community is organised from a sedentary narra-
tion of the local society, and how they simultaneously re-
enact the conditions and contribute new practiced and
performed ways of becoming citizen.
As noted by Gilles Deleuze and Félix Guattari: “His-
tory is always written from the sedentary point and in
the name of unitary State apparatus, at least a possi-
ble one, even when the topic is nomads” (Deleuze &
Guattari, 1987, p. 23). Parallel to the nomadic thought
in A Thousand Plateaus, Engin Isin recently defined cit-
izenship from the perspective of the mobile and no-
madic, regarding “mobile peoples as a norm rather than
an exception” (Isin, 2018, p. 115). He argues that we
must look into how mobile peoples constitute them-
selves as political subjects “not in bounded territories
but through transversal figurations” (Isin, 2018, p. 121).
In this article, we will reorient the perspective from look-
ing into the fixed and settled forms and territories of
the state, and instead follow the transversal configura-
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tions and the nomadic expressions defining mobile peo-
ples. Following Isin, Hamann and Yurdakul (2018) argue
that “migrants and refugees contest and transform dom-
inant notions of the nation-state, state control, national
sovereignty, citizenship, and participation” (Hamann &
Yurdakul, 2018, p. 110). Informed by this insight, the
analysis of this article is twofold. On one hand, we ask
how the forms of rights-based citizenship, offered by
the state and in this case the municipality of Hørsholm,
condition the becoming citizen. On the other hand, we
ask how the expressive enactments carried out in every-
day life by the Eritrean community perform other ways
of becoming citizen. In this context, we see the local
conditions and the performed expressions not as con-
tradictory oppositions, but rather as processes of con-
stant de-territorialisations and re-territorialisations. In
the following section, we argue that processes of de-
territorialisation and re-territorialisation are part of an
increasingly mobile world and form an analytical frame-
work suitable for bringing forth the expressive citizenship
of mobile peoples.
2. The Global Movements of De- and
Re-Territorialisation
In mobility research, globalisation has come to mean
a new mobilities paradigm, in which mobility is the
overall defining notion (Cresswell, 2006; Sheller & Urry,
2006). In themobilities paradigm, global travellers as asy-
lum seekers, international students, terrorists, holiday-
makers, businesspeople, sports stars, refugees and back-
packers all share the same global experience of mobil-
ities, being constantly on the move. Mobility gives rise
to global everyday encounters that contest social norms
and identities bound to the nation state and its poli-
tics. In a mobility paradigm, the definitions and under-
standing of migrants’ citizenship largely deal with a shift
from the rights associated with the nation state to glob-
alised expressions. It has been argued in several dis-
ciplines how globalisation de-territorialises the nation
state, its politics, symbols and social identities (Appadu-
rai, 1997, 2006; Papastergiadis, 2000; Tomlinson, 1999).
However, globalisation does not entail an arbitrary cir-
culation; instead movements are channelled and regu-
lated through national and transnational interests and
networks (Lash & Urry, 1994). In a similar vein, Deleuze
and Guattari (1987) see how the narrative of nation
state has been formed from a sedentary point of view
by exclusion or organisation of the nomadic. The fun-
damental contradiction, which have formed the soci-
etal constitution, is thus the nomadic movement versus
the settled life (Diken & Laustsen, 2003). Here, move-
ment has created our territories, and transcendence has
created the borders and the law (Bell, 2010; Deleuze
& Guattari, 1987; Diken & Laustsen, 2003). In this
sense, globalisation and its diverse forms of mobilities
can be understood as a constant and mutual exchange
between de-territorialisations and re-territorialisations.
Also, the exchanges between de-territorialisations and
re-territorialisations allow us to say that the local is con-
stantly created through the process of everyday imple-
mentation of global elements—and vice versa. Compo-
nents from different environments are detached from
their initial surroundings and given associations as they
re-territorialise in new forms. In these complex pro-
cesses, places and cultural identity are dissolved, but
are at the same time re-defined in re-territorialisations
(Deleuze & Guattari, 1987; Reestorff, 2017).
Globalisation changes national identities and places,
but also enables fluid relationships in between nation
state and an increasingly global mobility. Globalisation
and its mobilities become “the subject of negotiations
in which the relationship between the nation state, cul-
tural identity and geographymight be reconfigured or re-
territorialised” (Reestorff, 2017, p. 11). Therefore, global-
isation and associated processes of de-territorialisation
and re-territorialisation represent a dynamic framework
that enables us to grasp citizenship as a process of be-
coming. Following Isin and recent citizenship studies
(Isin, 2012, 2017), we argue that the stability and iden-
tity of citizenship is contested; therefore, citizenship can
be regarded from mobile and nomad perspectives of mi-
grant and mobile peoples as well as from those of more
settled populations (Isin, 2018). This enables viewing per-
formed forms of citizenship as holding the potential to
redefine and transform formal citizenship defined by na-
tion states. If the world is increasingly defined by mobil-
ity, wemust approach citizenship, not merely through ju-
ridical rights, but as embodied, practiced and performed
acts of what it means to be a citizen. (Appadurai & Hol-
ston, 1996; Isin, 2012, 2017; Isin & Turner, 2002). In this
sense, citizenship is not a formal right that you acquire;
rather it is a process of becoming, involving a variety of
cultural, social and spatial expressions.
Moreover, the definition of a migrant can be rede-
fined in terms of mobilities. As Isin suggests, to see “mo-
bile peoples as a norm rather than an exception and as
political subjects rather than subject peoples” (Isin, 2018,
p. 115). The migrant is no longer a figure defined by be-
longing to a national territory, but rather by the mobility
and ability to perform forms of citizenships (Isin, 2017).
In contrast to citizenship as a legal institution, which gov-
ernswhomay andmaynot act as a subject of rights in the
nation state, Isin’s notion of ‘performative citizenship’
welcomes five overlapping senses of how citizenship is
negotiated and practiced (Isin, 2017). Whereas Isin’s first
definitions of performative citizenships engage with the
political and social struggles over who may and may not
act as a subject of rights, we are particularly interested in
his fourth and fifth definitions, looking into how “people
enact citizenship by exercising, claiming, and performing
rights and duties, and…when people enact citizenship
they creatively transform its meanings and functions”
(Isin, 2017, p. 501). In this sense, we see the Eritrean
community not merely as refugees, but as ‘mobile peo-
ples’, “who have become objects of government” (Isin,
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2018, p. 116), but practice their own forms of expressive
‘becomings’. As mobile peoples in the sense of nomads,
they have the capacity to de-territorialise local identities
and places.
Our interest in this article is to depict and unfold the
expressive and performed modes of becoming citizen.
Seeking to bring forth the complex production of subjec-
tivity related to mobile peoples, we look into how the
community inhabits and negotiates the local conditions
in Hørsholm. For instance, Holston notes how “residents
come to understand their basic needs in terms of their in-
habiting the city, suffering it, building their daily lives in it,
and making its cityscape, history, and politics” (Holston,
2011, p. 337). In this context, citizenship is understood
as spatial re-territorialisations, relating to how residents
claim the right to the city. Whereas we do not directly
address the refugees’ right to the city as a right in public
space, we seek to understand the everyday practices of,
for instance, inhabiting the local environment and mak-
ing everyday cultural, spatial and embodied expressions.
The acts of inhabiting are often complex and heteroge-
neous. Roger Bromley argues that the post-migrant is
a figure of bricolage, which practices cultural belonging,
but without anchorage in an original culture: “They may
start out from a ‘minority’ position, from the margins,
but develop within new fields of reference to a point
of being part of, for example, British culture” (Bromley,
2017, p. 37). The notion of becoming citizen is closely re-
lated to practices and acts that are not discursive utter-
ances, but must be understood as a form of local body
politics. According to George Kandylis:
Immigrants in Athens invent and perform ways to par-
ticipate in the people as the body politics at the local
level. Towonder about that is of course to consider cit-
izenship as a process of repetitive becoming through
acts rather than asmerely a condition of being and/or
as a given status. (Kandylis, 2017, p. 469)
Investigating performative acts and embodied politics
challenges the discursive hierarchy in social research. In
the following, we outline how we have employed visual
and collaborative methodologies in an effort to capture
the embodied and performative expressions.
3. Materialising Acts of Citizenship: A Visual and
Collaborative Methodology
The following case study draws on visual and collabora-
tive ethnographic methods through a project that took
place in the former retirement home from February to
September 2017. Whereas recent studies look into how
citizenship is spatially and culturally performed in pub-
lic life with the city as stage (Kandylis, 2017; Lelandais,
2013), we primarily look into the private spheres and the
urban back-stages of everyday life. The Eritrean commu-
nity consists of a diverse group of mixed ages, genders
and backgrounds. They were all given a 5-year permit
of residence in Denmark and had begun formal integra-
tion programs entailing language classes, internships, ed-
ucations and job programs. The visual material was sup-
plemented by ethnographic participatory observations,
and document analysis looking into the local newspa-
per’s coverage of the temporary housing of refugees. The
ethnographic approach had a spatial and embodied di-
mension as it was carried out as collaborative filmmaking
organised at a filmmaking office. It was established in the
former retirement home with consent from the Eritrean
community. The purpose of situating the filmmaking of-
fice among the residents was to share and co-create the
visualmaterial, and to be part of everyday situations. Our
agreement with the community was a common wish to
establish a platform of sharing cultures and connecting
to society, meaning to co-create a film that could repre-
sent the Eritrean community and allow research on cul-
tural encounters and temporary refugee housing in Den-
mark. Making the film allowed us to look into how spa-
tial practices and expressions were enacted on a daily
basis, and how these practices met the framing condi-
tions of themunicipality of Hørsholm. In the analysis, we
also drawonethnographic participatory observation con-
ducted with a Syrian community living in vicinity of the
former retirement home.
Specifically, our methods draw on visual and sensory
ethnography (Pink, 2011, 2009), and are informed by re-
cent social art practices, where for instance film produc-
tion and ethnographic methods are increasingly applied
(Bishop, 2012; Kester, 2011). The visual ethnographic ap-
proach consisted of both observing visual and sensory
actions and practices, but also collaborating in the pro-
duction of new representation through filmmaking (Pink,
2011). The quotes and field notes presented in this ar-
ticle are part of the visual ethnographic field research,
where filmmaking can be seen as a bricolage of scien-
tific methods that engage everyday day practices increas-
ingly acted out through various use of media. The empir-
ical material consists of observations, informal conversa-
tions, situations and interactions in the home of the Er-
itrean community.
As argued by Deleuze and Guattari (1987, pp. 280–
281): “Movement has an essential relation to the imper-
ceptible; it is by nature imperceptible. Perception can
grasp movement only as the displacement of a moving
body or the development of a form”. Taking into consid-
eration the difficulty in representing movement and the
becoming citizen as acts, we do not see the empirical ma-
terial as documentation. Rather, filmmaking can be un-
derstood as part of the mediated and performing acts
of the Eritrean community. The quotes, field notes and
media examples are productions of an ethnography that
“rather than amethod for the collection of data...is a pro-
cess of creating and representing knowledge (about soci-
ety, culture and individuals) that is based on ethnogra-
phers’ own experiences” (Pink, 2011, pp. 21–39). With
the filmmaking office, we established a collaborative
space and mutual relations over time. The community
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became more engaged in the filmmaking, and we as re-
searchers became more engaged with the everyday life
of the community. Furthermore, the filmmaking spurred
common discussions about experiences and sensitivities,
as residents from the community recorded parts of the
film. Likewise, the material and its possible meanings
were discussed during the process. The final film prod-
uct (21 minutes) is a poetic description of the life as it
unfolds in the community, followed by a voiceover in
Tigrinya. The editing of scenes and the application of
the voiceover was carried out with recurrent discussions
in—and screenings with—the community. The film was
shown at the local library in order to welcome further
elaborations on how citizenship is performed and prac-
ticed in the local society of Hørsholm.
4. Mediatised Framing Conditions
As noted by Isin (2018), all acts are acts performed un-
der a description. “If new descriptions come into being,
new possibilities for action come into being as a conse-
quence” (Hacking, 2002, p. 108; Isin, 2017). In this sense,
the act of naming a people is an act of “making up a peo-
ple” (Isin, 2018, p. 118). When people act, they interact
with descriptions, and this creates a looping effect where
descriptions acquire performative force.
If we look at the description of the refugee, we see
that a refugee is defined as someone being forced to
leave his or her country in order to escape war, persecu-
tion or disasters. In this definition, the refugee emerges
essentially as a figure of escape. We consider this fram-
ing inadequate as it loops people in a singular trajectory
of moving away from something. In the movement away
from their country, they become defined as stateless
people or a people without a geography. Themobile peo-
ples have always been described and understood from a
sedentary point of view (Deleuze &Guattari, 1987; Diken
& Laustsen, 2003; Isin, 2018). Being disconnected from a
geography or a territory, these people similarly lose their
spatial constitution and engagement with their own his-
tory and belonging. Following Isin,wemight say that they
become ‘a people of escape’ or ‘a peoplewithout a state’,
differentiated from ‘the people’, like a part that is discon-
nected from the whole (Isin, 2018).
We suggest, concurrent to Isin, that mobile peoples
are the norm rather than the exception, and that move-
ment of ‘people’ is never a one-way process (Isin, 2018,
pp. 115–116), such as leaving one state and entering
another. Instead, mobile peoples can be understood in
terms of processes of becoming, involving complex and
heterogeneous forms of expressions, for instance enact-
ments of local culturesmergedwith global media culture
and symbols. As argued by Bromley (2017), one of the
issues when analysing expressions of post-migration, is
the notion of “the presumed commonality, or identity,
between always existing national subjects, a fundamen-
tal aspect of subjectivity at the level of the symbolic, the
cultural, the unconscious” (Bromley, 2017, p. 38).
In this light, we wish to challenge the simplified def-
inition of the refugee as a figure of escape—a common-
ality constructed from the viewpoint of a national sub-
ject. This commonality tends to lead to our understand-
ing of and relation to the refugee as a one-dimensional
figure of escape and fear, therefore deprived of his or
her desire to connect with and enter a certain territory
and community. In this context, the discursive naming
of mobile peoples plays a major part in creating imagi-
naries and in how to control movement. An obvious ex-
ample can be found in the Danish media discourse. In
reporting on the refugee situation in 2015–2016, the
notions of the ‘refugee stream’ (flygtningestrømmen),
and the ‘refugee crisis’ were repeated images used to
frame mobile peoples. Similar to Reestorff (2017) and
Stage (2011), we see how media play an important role
as being representative of the nation state. “News me-
dia simply promote an understanding of a cultural clash
and the media themselves as defenders of the ‘Danes’”
(Reestorff, 2017, p. 235). In the framing, the Danish
media submits metaphors of the refugee as a faceless
stream of otherness; a natural force or endless disas-
ter. These metaphors of the refugee seem to resonate
in the everyday perceptions of mobile peoples. Follow-
ing Deleuze and Guattari and their understanding of ‘re-
frains’ (Deleuze & Guattari, 1987; Guattari, 2000), we
can argue that the mediated and politically framed dis-
courses of the refugee are central to the way territories
operate and take form. When discourses are repeated,
they constitute a refrain. They become a collection of
imagery that repeatedly defines and gives identity to a
place, a group and a culture. For instance, the repetition
of themetaphor of the refugee streamserves to illustrate
a threat to the national border. In this way, we argue that
national conditions, such as the media discourses, are
a condition of framing mobile peoples (Isin, 2018), but
in a similar vein, media and mediatisation also have the
potential to de-territorialise and re-territorialise national
identity as it smoothly travels beyond national borders
and territories (Reestorff, 2017).
In the following sections, we look into local framing
conditions and how the Eritrean community practices be-
coming citizen through expressive negotiations of exist-
ing refrains and local conditions. These performative acts
have a connection to citizenship as well as a potential to
transform it. We look into: 1) local framing conditions,
2) spatio-temporal and embodied practices, and 3) be-
coming, media and youth.
5. Local Framing Conditions
Belonging can be seen as personal, intimate feelings
of being ‘at home’ in a place, but also as a discur-
sive resource, which constructs, claims, justifies, or re-
sists forms of socio-spatial inclusion/exclusion (Anton-
sich, 2010). This section attempts to identify various lo-
cal spatial and expressive conditions in Hørsholm, thus
defining a local sense of expression that constitutes a be-
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longing, which additionally frames the Eritrean commu-
nity as otherness (see Figures 1 to 3).
The local spatial conditions cover the various socio-
material and economic infrastructures existing in the lo-
cal area. In the following, spatial conditions and expres-
sions are understood as for instance the urban material-
ity, the housing structure and urban infrastructure, the
aesthetic and sensory environment such as smells and
sounds, local media, types of consumption, urban de-
velopment projects and local policies. These elements
play a part in the relation between the Eritrean commu-
nity and local society by defining and categorising oth-
erness through belonging to certain spatial conditions.
One determining factor is the socio-economic status of
Hørsholm and the housing typology. As noted by a local
citizen in relation to the Eritrean community:
But let’s face it, they will never be able to live here.
People saved up all their lives to buy a house here.
Hørsholm is the last step of the ladder, the last place
to settle down and get a nice place to live.
From the quote, we understand how spatial conditions
play an important role in how Eritrean community is re-
ceived. In other words, this example shows that to nav-
igate in a local society, you need to be able to perform
certain spatial codes such as owning a house. Spatial ex-
pressiveness exists not only in thematerial surroundings,
but also in cultural codes and consumption, thus framing
processes of social becoming.
As illustrated in the quote above, the local citizens un-
derstand the neighbourhood through the expression of a
socio-economic hierarchy, where belonging is the same
as belonging to a specific exclusivity. The quote under-
lines that Eritrean community need to adapt to this iden-
tity, and at the same time accept that they will never
become a real part of it. Likewise, the aforementioned
nation state discourse of refugees as figures of escape
becomes embedded in the local framing. As a citizen ex-
plains in the Hørsholm newspaper: “It almost seems like
they are hiding from an airplane [krøbet i flyverskjul].
Like they are hiding from us” (Hørsholm Lokalavis, 2016).
Here the quietness and invisibility, which could be ar-
Figure 1. Former retirement home as seen from the street. May 2017.
Figure 2. Passing a neighbouring house. May 2017.
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Figure 3. Public hearing at the former retirement home. May 2015, (Source: Hørsholm Lokalavis, 2015).
gued is a part of the urban typography of private plots, is
perceived as a product of persecution, fear and escape;
a logic that captures themovement of the refugee in one
dimension away from society.
The urban planning process of housing new Eritrean
residents in the former retirement home was accompa-
nied by a public hearing and debate for local citizens. The
purpose was to inform local citizens of the two years
of refugee housing, and to consider the opinions of the
neighbourhood. The public involvement marked one of
the first encounters of difference in the neighbourhood,
but on the foundation of an anticipated difference. The
public hearing can be regarded as an example of grey ur-
banism, in which certain populations are allowed full par-
ticipation whereas others are left out. In this sense, citi-
zenship ismade through anunequal distribution of access
and services, based on social class or ethnicity (Yiftachel,
2006). Following Bromley this can be seen as a cogent re-
ality where cultural difference becomes part of rational-
ising segregation (Bromley, 2017). As such, home belong-
ings that draw lines of separations between cultures.
There is no hedge on the boundary from our house
to Hannebjerg [the former retirement home]. We de-
cided to put up a lath fence. We will request the mu-
nicipality board offer sound judgment in this situa-
tion for example by delivering the laths….This would
mean that we as citizens wouldn’t feel observed, and
that our family will still be able to sunbath or the like,
without taking the different cultural background of
the refugee into consideration. (Letter from resident
for the public hearing process, Hørsholm Municipal-
ity, 2015)
At that time, no housing solution had been established
in the rather homogenous neighbourhood, and the new
spatial diversity is thus represented as felt and sensed
abstraction that will have an effect on local life. Sev-
eral spatial expressions were brought up and discussed,
such as the future possibility of sunbathing in the gar-
dens, prospects of rising burglary, fears of decreasing
property value and general safety concerns. These ex-
pressions define the local by defining how difference can
be understood. As in the quote above, we understand
that the place of belongingness, the feeling of being at
home is, through its symbolics of comfort, security, fa-
miliarity and emotional attachment (Hooks, 2009), be-
ing acted out in the forums of formal citizenship, and ex-
presses and frames the possible form of differentiated
citizenship. This is an example of how planning is con-
nected to the need to belong to certain expressions of
value and identity of place. It can be considered a form
of “boundary maintenance”, which separates ‘us’ from
‘them’ (Crowley, 1999), in which feelings of belongings
connect with the politics of belonging (Antonsich, 2010).
Decision-making is spun by spatial expressions of how a
place is felt and lived. Imagination and expressivity thus
act as re-territorialisations, which reinstate the local ter-
ritory and set up certain relations to the refugee.
The expressions are projected onto the possible vi-
sion of the other, and a categorisation of the stranger
happens accordingly. Instead of a citizen debate that
could possibly demystify strangers or enable new en-
counters, the local debate about refugee housing instead
turned into the debate of local identity.
It can be argued that these examples are not only ex-
pressions that separate the locals from the others and
thus create forms of belonging between certain groups
of people. Additionally, the spatial qualities themselves
express belonging. The framing of otherness can be seen
as an expression written in the spatial and material
organisation. As Justin Trudeau notes: “Landscapes be-
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come spatially bounded scenes that visually communi-
cate what belongs and what does not...landscapes are,
in part, constructed through a territorialised politics of
belonging” (Trudeau, 2006, p. 421). As a visual means
of communication landscape thus conveys meanings of
inclusion/exclusion. It (re)produces a certain order of
things and ideas of cultural unity (Trudeau, 2006).
The former retirement home is the first home in Den-
mark for the Eritrean community. A physical structure in
which they meet local society. In the visual and material
sense, it can seem rather paradoxical that they are pro-
vided a home in a space originally designed to accommo-
date a withdrawal from society. When we compare the
material expression of the former retirement home to
the surrounding residential area, the residents are sim-
ply differentiated from the neighbourhood. In the yard
of the retirement home bricks have been removed from
the pavement as if the structure is in the midst of be-
ing dismantled. It is visually evident that the place is in
between different temporal events and societal transfor-
mations. These elements become part of a visual com-
munication of belonging, which points towards various
concepts of time; former place of retirement, temporary
housing, paused, partially out of use and to be redevel-
oped. These temporal conditions are seen in the begin-
ning decay of the structure, as for example in the plants
overtaking the building in its unused parts. Many of the
surrounding houses have gates to keep people outside.
The retirement home is sunken into the land, designed
to keep the former residents inside and contributing to
expressions about (in)visibility of difference as a form of
citizenship practice (see Figures 4 to 6). A citizen explains
in the local newspaper:
We just moved here, and we have neither experi-
enced anything good or bad with the refugees, and
Figure 4. Plants slowly overtaking one of the unused areas belonging to the retirement home. June 2017.
Figure 5. Bricks have been collected and stacked in the yard. March 2017.
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Figure 6. A surveyor measures the plot to prepare for the new construction project. March 2017.
that is after all good in itself. Many people move here
to be able to be oneself. Therefore, we don’t have any
need to interfere too much.
In a neighbourhood of mostly large family-housing units,
this quote lets us understand the local spatial conditions
of minimal contact with others, in this case, as a search
to prolong feelings of tranquillity and peace at home. It
is better not to interfere. In fact, not experiencing the
other is a quality of the place and a part of the spatial
expression that makes people want to live there. Belong-
ing is here connected to a spatial condition of not inter-
fering, which again establishes a non-relation between
differences. In this sense, citizenship among the local
Hørsholm citizens is practiced as privacy and distance.
The urban backdrop, consisting of various houses, be-
comes the environment onto which this form of citizen-
ship is projected and practiced in everyday life. With this
in mind, we see how spatial conditions, and in particu-
lar spatial expressions of private space, become a con-
dition for how to act as a citizen. We will shift the per-
spective from the local neighbourhood framings of oth-
erness and turn towards the perspective of the Eritrean
community, which via continuous spatial expressions es-
tablishes acts of citizenship between the Eritrean com-
munity and society.
6. Spatio-Temporal Expressions and Everyday Life
In the following, we discuss the spatial and embod-
ied expressions of becoming citizen. This entails how
spatio-temporal expressions of the Eritrean community
set up negotiations of belonging and citizenship in rela-
tion to society.
As expressed in the public hearing, local planning and
the neighbourhood saw the former retirement home as
a temporary space, and a space defined in terms of a
linearity with a beginning and an end. The timespan of
the temporary refugee housing has been publicly known
and debated. However, the Eritrean community experi-
ences it as a lived heterogeneous time. When speaking
about how long they could live there, the answer was
“we don’t know” until a few weeks before the reloca-
tion to new temporary housing in Hørsholm. Then, the
answer changed to “we have to move out soon, but we
don’t knowexactly where orwhen”. Temporality as an ex-
perience can be described, through this example, as a se-
ries of unknown sequences and unknown functionalities,
or shifting sequences without clearly defined beginnings
and ends. For the Eritrean community, temporality func-
tions by producing a series of unknowingness. This be-
comes a condition in the process of becoming citizen and
expressing oneself in society, but it also becomes a point
of departure for acting out new temporal and spatial ex-
pressions. These processes of unknowingness are thus
negotiated through various individual and collective acts
that instate other spatial expressions of lived experience
and practice of time. As Aoileann Ní Mhurchú argues, cit-
izenship is acted out by living through homogenous tem-
poral and spatial boundaries, of past and present, us and
them, by fragmenting, overlapping and creating new syn-
ergies (Ní Mhurchú, 2014). Citizenship is thus a “form
of subjectivity which can also manifest as a cluster of
time-space coordinates constantly changing within and
across what is normally conceptualised as the absolute
space and horizontal time of sovereign political commu-
nity” (Ní Mhurchú, 2014, p. 216). We saw these forms
of subjectivity in various forms of cultural and embod-
ied expressions.
One example is a young resident, who works as a
cleaner in the afternoons when the school is emptied of
its primary societal function. This action is in itself am-
bivalent and as he explained, he would “rather be study-
ing in the school, than working there”, but the void of
the societal function is transformed as a place of acting
out and practicing forms of citizenship. By a repeated
embodied routine, the place is slowly becoming part of
his own expression and contribution to society. He pre-
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pares the place for its primary function and is thus not
detached from it. Through the materiality of the place,
he connects to the daily rhythms and relates to the so-
cial sphere. As he explains “If the students don’t hang up
the chairs, I won’t pass with themop”. His duties are thus
performed by themeans of relating to the practice of the
place, and the time sequence is the time of preparation
of the societal function, rather than closing time.
Another example of expressive forms of subjectivity
is Sunday mass. The Eritrean Sunday masses took place
at various different churches in the capital of Copen-
hagen. They were a repeating topic of conversation ev-
ery week, and the community organised events and cel-
ebrations collectively. The masses and celebrations took
place at various Danish churches, when Danish church
communities were not using them. These designated
‘odd times’ were by the community transformed into
spatio-temporal productions embedded with new cul-
tural expressions.
A reframing of the local environment was also found.
In February, when the first snow had fallen, the residents
gathered outside in the garden to pose, take pictures and
share this event online. This act produced a new represen-
tation of the place, reimagined as part of a longer travel,
a series of experiences and new spatial belongings. More-
over, the community organised new ritual spaces. For in-
stance, they collectively organised a wedding celebration
inviting local citizens and Eritrean communities from dif-
ferent parts of Denmark and abroad. The former retire-
ment home was collectively transformed by bodily acts
such as dance, song, dining and rituals, and by visual ma-
terial means through film, photography, decorations and
dresses, which enacted the place as a celebration of new
beginnings and diverse connectivity (see Figures 7 to 12).
Situations, movements and practices are thus con-
tinuously unfolded and reach beyond the former retire-
ment home, escaping local framing conditions and ho-
mogenous time. The spatio-temporal conditions trans-
Figure 7. A young resident of the former retirement home works as a cleaner at a nearby school. School lets out as he
begins his work. April 2017.
Figure 8. Easter celebration at Blågårds Church in Copenhagen. The priest reads aloud from a smartphone. April 2017.
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Figure 9. The Eritrean community in Hannebjerg hosted a wedding. During the evening, it was evident how closely con-
nected the various Eritrean communities in Denmark and abroad are, as people came from far away. The evening was
full of festivities and the home transformed with long tables, a podium for the married couple, a stage for music, flags,
balloons and flowers. Rituals were performed throughout the evening. One of the final performances was the dance of
the groom, where the surrounding participants attached 100 and 200 DKK bills to his forehead. May 2017.
Figure 10.Wedding. Guests sitting in the garden. May 2017.
Figure 11. There would often be power outages in the kitchen, which disabled the stove. The residents would use the stove
in the laundry room when the power outages occurred. April 2017.
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Figure 12. It was the first Danish winter for many of the residents of Hannebjerg. In early February, the first snow came,
and the residents went outside to take pictures in the white scenery to share with their friends and families in Eritrea.
February 2017.
form into acts that reimagine place and function. Be-
ginnings and synergies are acted out as way of relat-
ing to society by assembling diverse temporal and spa-
tial expressions.
In this sense, these acts can be seen as active trans-
formations of the landscape, which create new assem-
blages of belonging cutting across boundaries, thus dis-
integrating and reformulating spatial and temporal con-
ditions. What is essential is that spatio-temporal expres-
sions,which in a sedentary sense are connected to pause,
out-of-use, odd time and temporality, are continuously
re-enacted and transformed by the Eritrean community
as spaces of cultural belonging and production. This signi-
fies citizenship as a creative act that finds places, utilises
the unused and establishes possibilities in the margins
and pockets of the society.
This example iterates the discussion about belonging
in the intimate spheres of the home as a place of broader
social negotiations, claiming belonging and justifying it
(Antonsich, 2010). Just as the previously observed local
framing of mobile peoples can be seen through the per-
spective of belonging to an expression of place, the Er-
itrean community also acts through home decorations
that express connectedness and cultural bricolage rather
than disconnectedness and material decay. The home-
making thus becomes away of transformingmaterial con-
ditions into a connectivity to society. Each resident has
his own small single room. A common way of furnishing
the rooms is to have several sofas. This is a way of open-
ing up the privacy to social flow and hospitality. In one
room a post-it note on the wall states: “Read the news-
paper out loud, find someone to practice Danish (native),
just speak”. It engages citizenship as a means of social re-
lation, practice and exchange. Religious Eritrean posters
hanging next to Danish flags and football medals as well
as decorations covering the hoist on the ceiling are sim-
ple acts of combining, erasing and transforming the ma-
terial conditions into multiple connotations of mixing cul-
ture, identity and place as ways to actively engage and
transform society (see Figures 13 to 17).
Figure 13. Poster of the Virgin Mary, Danish flags and football medals. April 2017.
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Figure 14. Decorations covering the hoist on the ceiling. April 2017.
Figure 15. Post-it notes in Yohannes’ room. Some of the text reads: “Which International programs?” “Read the newspaper
out loud.” “Find someone to practice Danish (Native)” “Just speak.” April 2017.
Figure 16. Kistane in her room, preparing Eritrean coffee on a mobile stove. April 2017.
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Figure 17. Saleh in his room. Even though the rooms are very small, most were furnished with a bed, a couch and chairs.
The rooms are thus accommodated to host many guests. May 2016.
7. Becoming, Media and Youth
In this section, we analyse how becoming citizen, ap-
proached through acts of media culture, desire and
youth, transforms the conditions and possibilities of citi-
zenship as it is connected to becoming global (see Figures
18 to 24).
Asmentioned previously, we understandmobile peo-
ples as figures of bricolage that practice cultural belong-
ing without anchorage in national culture, but rather
bringing together various expressions from global cul-
ture. When we look to the Eritrean community and
their expressions of belonging, they are formed between
places, timespans, cultures and identities. Becoming cit-
izen is neither a one-way process nor a movement from
one place to another. Rather, it is related to the process
of stretching in-between, continuously connecting to
and disconnecting from former and new environments,
cultures, gestures, images and expressions. In this con-
text, we consider becoming citizen as a performative act
that goes beyond national subjectivity and sedentary cit-
izenship as it enables a more fluent global belonging. In
this process of becoming citizen,we thus identify a capac-
ity to creatively transform the meaning and function of
citizenship (Isin, 2017). An example could be our conver-
sation with a Syrian woman, Aisha, who previously lived
in the former retirement home, as she explained her de-
sire for Danish citizenship: “In the future, if we get the
Figure 18. Ermiras wearing a t-shirt of the Danish national football jersey signed by all the players. May 2017.
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Figure 19. Shirak wearing his new blue contact lenses. March 2017.
Figure 20. Shirak watches videos about integration, broadcast by the Danish national TV station, DR. In the videos, politi-
cians and citizens explain their opinions on what they think is good integration. March 2017.
Danish citizenship, we can visit Palestine again. Maybe
wewill die, maybe we will return to Syria, we don’t know
what will happen in the future”.
In this quote, Aisha characterizes citizenship not as
something tantamount to settling down, but rather as a
gateway to enhance her mobility and engage and con-
front new potential belongings. Following Antonsich, we
could argue that Aisha is expressing a non-belonging,
which is usually “associated with a desire of longing and
a yearning for the ‘lost’ place, which might feed a ‘myth
of return’” (Antonsich, 2010, p. 17). Furthermore, this
desire of longing or yearning for a lost place might not
just be seen as a territorial lack or a loss but could also
be seen as a productive desire and a re-territorialisation.
According to Isin, we can understand it as a production
of subjectivity, and a rights-claim, where “people enact
citizenship by exercising, claiming and performing rights
and duties” (Isin, 2017, p. 501). Aisha shares a desire of
citizenship, which is not connected to the lack of feel-
ing Danish, Palestinian or Syrian. It is rather the desire of
continuous de-territorialisation and re-territorialisation;
a stretching life in-between the territorialised spaces of
various nation states.
In a formal sense, becoming a Danish citizen can be
perceived as something static and safe, leading towards
settling down. In this case, however, it is tantamount
with continuously exercising new right claims to move
and belong in between what Ní Mhurchú calls the “cate-
gories of migration and citizenship” (Ní Mhurchú, 2016,
p. 159). In other words, Aisha can be seen as perform-
ing citizenship by not only exercising her right as a citi-
zen, but also “claiming rights and duties yet to come as
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Figure 21.Mhretab’s pictures from Eritrea and Sudan of his family, friends and girlfriends. March 2017.
Figure 22. Screenshot from the music video “Ladies in stock”, with the text: “Ten girls, ten girls on my Snapchat,” in Danish.
Released in 2016 on Jimilian’s third studio albumMe and Myself (Jamilian, 2016). May 2017.
a result of social struggles”—which Isin defines as “the
right to claim rights” (Isin, 2017, p. 506). Becoming citi-
zen and performing citizenship is in this sense not move-
ment towards a singular and original nationality, rather
it is a potential to becoming Syrian or Palestinian. In a
similar sense, Danish citizenship is both the connection
to and disconnection from a Danish identity, belonging
and territory.
This ambiguity of becoming is an essential point for
understanding its performative dimensions and possibil-
ities. Citizenship is not enclosed in itself but emerges as
a relation to other becomings. For instance, for the res-
idents who recently finished educations, the idea of be-
coming citizen is connected to finding a job in Denmark.
For others, such as those who just got married or had a
child, becoming citizen would be connected to having a
family reunification. One example is Gareth, who argues:
“If I am not able to get my wife and child here, then there
is no reason for me to stay. How should I make a life here
without my family?”
Another heterogeneous act of becoming citizen is
performed by the young men between seventeen and
twenty-four. They have all spent years of their adoles-
cence on the move; escaping from the regime in Eritrea,
living in camps in Ethiopia, Sudan and Libya, crossing
theMediterranean Sea and travelling through Europe be-
fore arriving to Danish asylum camps. Under these cir-
cumstances, they experienced a turbulent childhood, in
which they have been connected to and disconnected
from various places, people, cultures and languages. This
process entails complexities in terms of belonging. As
Ní Mhurchú argues, the intergenerational migrant youth
can be viewed as negotiating home and belonging in var-
ious affiliations towards often-contradictory cultural, lin-
guistic and geographic identifications, which disrupts the
opposition between roots and routes, or movement and
attachment (Ní Mhurchú, 2016). On their journey from
the different camps and homes in Northern Africa and
later in Europe, they have been exposed to several lan-
guages, cultures, people and places. A condition of their
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Figure 23. Shirak is making a scene for the filmwhere he search for a branch to create a slingshot.When he lived in Asmara,
he used to hunt pigeons with his homemade slingshot. He would sneak up close to them, and hurl a stone at their wings
and thus catch them. He would bring them back and sell them at the market. In this way, he would earn money to spend
in the evening at an internet cafe with his friends. March 2017.
Figure 24. After celebrating Good Friday, the whole community went to get a snack atMcDonald’s. John poses with Ronald
McDonald, while his sister Habtom is on the phone with their family. April 2017.
time on the move has been that they have been curb-
ing with their youth. What could be understood as a re-
pressed childhood, unfolds here instead as the desire
and production of the early manhood. Thus, the desire
to become citizen is in this sense connected to becom-
ing young. In this case, becoming young is not to be un-
derstood in a linear timeline before manhood, rather it
is the process of realising potentialities in a mobile life.
The boys of the community do not escape or lack their
childhood, but they desire it through ‘germinal influxes
of intensity’ (Deleuze & Guattari, 1987, p. 164). In this
context, we identify a vitalist production of youth rather
than the lack of it (Ljungstrøm, 2000).
Another example of how becoming citizen is con-
nected to the vitalism of becoming young is seen in the
residents’ connectivity to Danish popular culture.
There are a lot of ladies here, but there is always room
for more. You know exactly where I am, I swear I got
ladies in stock. (Jamilian, 2016)
The younger residents listen to Danish pop music. A pop-
ular artist is Jimilian, a twenty two-year-old Albanian-
Danish pop singer. One of his hits, Ladies in Stock (Damer
på lager), is often played in the residence, as a popular re-
frain among the young residents. The music video is pro-
duced as a Snapchat story, collected from Jimilian’s fans,
and the lyrics of the song are presented as Snapchat text.
The lyrics are easily accessible and carry a strong desire
for fame, intoxication, wealth and sensual drive.
The Snapchat concept is relatable and effective be-
cause it forms a nomadic bricolage of vital moments that
smoothens territories and portray a fluent and global
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community as an elite of mobility. In this way, we can
see that the young residents approach citizenship by con-
necting to a desire for youth andpopular culture, but also
as a connection to a virtual and fluent community (see
Figure 26).
Following Caitriona Ní Laoire, Carpena-Mendez,
Tyrrell and White (2011) in their study of African and
Latin American youth migrants living in Ireland, we can
argue that music is likewise connected to the way the
youth become citizens through enactments of a global
belonging. As Ní Mhurchú argues: “What became impor-
tant for such youth was developing belonging via glob-
alised culture, including through music (such as rap) and
languages...among like-minded peers in response to ex-
periences of marginalisation and isolation” (Ní Mhurchú,
2016, p. 160).
This adaption of popular music differentiates from
a general application of citizenship and Danish culture
because it is accessible virtually, as well as faster to un-
derstand, consume and distribute. The video becomes a
culturally performed expression for the community both
to re-territorialise Danish culture and to re-distribute it
beyond its borders. It illustrates that connecting to Den-
mark is enacted with awareness of its possible connec-
tions to a global community.
What might not be accessible social citizenship on
a spatial, local or national level could connect to a vir-
tual mobility in the global community. The mobile peo-
ples become citizen through expressions practiced be-
yond the institutional system of the nation state and lo-
cal society. Thus, the conditions of becoming citizen are
reformulated according to the many-sided movement of
the Eritrean community as an essential mobile people.
This allows new means of becoming citizen, for exam-
ple through virtual platforms, in which becoming citizen
is a connection to an imaginary and fictive community
beyond the local and national expression. As a further
comment and a distribution to the ongoing writings on
post-migration, performative citizenship and becoming
citizen, we can add that citizenship is not only performed
across social groups and polities (Isin, 2017). It is likewise
a performative bricolagewith an inherent awareness and
a desire towards the global community. It holds the po-
tential to transform, de-territorialise and re-territorialise
citizenship as defined by the national state.
8. Conclusion
Our article has contributed empirical examples of what
Isin frames as performative citizenship—with a special
interest in the embodied, spatial and socio-cultural ex-
pressions. In this article, we have examined the condi-
tions and expressions of how refugees in Denmark be-
come citizens. We have argued that becoming citizen
is a condition that appears through spatial and expres-
sive negotiations between the local society and the Er-
itrean community. We have described how the refugee
is framed through national media as a figure of escape,
and we have argued how this discourse is repeated and
localised in the city of Hørsholm, shaping spatial condi-
tions of citizenship. The spatial conditions of how a place
is felt and lived reinstate the logic and values in local terri-
tory. For instance, we have seen how the urban backdrop
is an environment where sedentary forms of citizenship
are projected and practiced. Furthermore, we have ex-
plored everyday spatio-temporal expressions as a form
of transforming citizenship by performative acts. Mobile
peoples can be seen as becoming citizens throughout
manifold expressions and bricolages. We have pointed
out how the local spatio-temporal conditions are trans-
formed into acts that reimagine places and functions;
where beginnings and synergies are acted out by assem-
bling diverse temporal and spatial expressions. Likewise,
homemaking and every day rituals can be seen as acts
that erase, combine and transform belonging; they are,
aswell, acts expressing connectedness and cultural brico-
lage. Becoming citizen is thus not a one-way process or
movement fromone place to another. Rather it relates to
the process of stretching in-between, continuously con-
necting to and disconnecting from former and new en-
vironments, cultures, gestures, images and expressions.
With this is mind, citizenship can be seen as a performa-
tive act that goes beyond national subjectivity and seden-
tary citizenship. Performative citizenship allows multiple
fluent and global belongings. As unfolded in the last part
of the analysis, this is often practiced with an awareness
and a desire towards the global community, with the po-
tential to transform and de-territorialise the nation state,
its culture and territorial boundaries.
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